CXS Monthly Meeting Minutes

Conference URL:
https://plus.google.com/hangouts/_/jahia.com/cxs-monthly?authuser=0

OASIS Event URL :

Date : July 1st, 2015 - 16:00 CET

Present:
- Serge Huber (Jahia Solutions)
- Kaloyan Nikolov (Telerik/Progress)
- Christophe Laprun (Jahia Solutions)
- Jan Blessenohl (Telerik/Progress)
- Thomas Sigdestad (Enonic)

Excused :

Agenda :
- Track attendance (required, counts towards voting elibility)
- Update of status from the Workgroups
- Distribution of new tasks to the Workgroups
- Other information from the TC/Oasis

Notes:
- Every workgroup reported on their status
  - Workgroup 1: webinar was held and 9 people attended. We will have to get back to them after the summer to update them on the work so far. Since there were no more open actions items identified we decided to suspend the activity of this workgroup to focus on the others
  - Workgroup 2: lots of use cases defined around the CMS uses cases, and also started defining Reporting use cases
  - Workgroup 3: Newsletter-type uses cases should be mostly complete now, we were working on a lead generation use case that seems mostly complete but Jan should give his input on it since he wasn’t there. We will also need to start working on the next use cases, especially the privacy ones that are quite important to the visibility of the standard.
- No new work group tasks, actual not yet finished
- Because of vacations, we decided to cancel the next monthly meeting that was going to be held on Wednesday August 5th.
- Next meeting will take place **Wednesday September 2nd, 2015 at 16:00 CEST**

Action items :
- Post meeting minutes to CXS mailing list (Serge)